beauty

Smart picks

SOO WERN JUN looks at some new arrivals in town
RM988. For more information, visit
www.BeautyImpress.com

RESTED RADIANCE
Boost your skin’s radiance and luminosity
with Revlon’s Absolute C range of products.
With a concentrated vitamin C essence that
penetrates deep into skin, it gives the
complexion the revitalised glow that one
might have after eight hours of sleep. The
radiance essence is enriched with the
marine-derived GP4G Energy Generator
that stimulates continuous cell renewal and
erases signs of dullness. The Absolute C
range is priced from RM45 to RM75.

FIGHT GRAVITY
See better looking skin in just 20
minutes. With Artistry’s Time Defiance 3D
Lifting Serum, the skin is immediately
tightened and firmed. Acting as a preventive
measure, the serum also helps prevent skin
sagging. If your skin already sags, the
serum will help strengthen and restore the
appearance of firmer skin. Priced at
R M288, the product is distributed by
Amway (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd.

FLAWLESS
A most natural way to keep the skin’s
glow, Laura Mercier’s Mineral Powder is an
essential requirement for a flawless face.
Gentle on skin, it’s easy to apply, and has an
exclusive combination of Pure Pearl Powder
and minerals that help promote healthy skin
and fight ageing. Price: RM135.

BLEMISH FREE
Introducing Clinique’s Anti Blemish
Solutions 3-Step System that helps treat
blemishes and prevent future ones.
Enriched with ingredients such as witch
hazel and kola nut, sea whip, algae and oat
extracts, the range is formulated for
blemish-prone skin. The three-step system
consists of the Anti-Blemish Solutions
Cleansing Foam (R M100), Clarifying
Lotion (RM90) and Clearing Moisturiser
(RM95).

FADE OFF
A hypoallergenic, fragrance free and noncomedogenic formula, Bi-White Advanced
Anti-Dark Circles Whitening eye care helps
rid you off panda eyes. With Vichy Thermal
Spa Water, it is suitable for sensitive eyes and
contact lens wearers. Containing a blend of
caffeine and vitamin B3, the product specifically acts on skin pigmentation, stimulates
inner micro-circulation and evacuates
stagnating haemic pigments in the blood.
Price: RM135.

REFINED FEATURES
The Tua Viso is an electronic unit for
facial gymnastics that helps exercise facial
muscles which are connected directly to the
skin, making them more toned and lifting the
lineaments of the face, thus helping smooth
wrinkles. Waves induce precise muscular
exercise without causing pain, even at high
intensity. This easy to use tool comes with a
stylish case, spray, spare domes and an
instruction handbook. The Tua Viso
encourages a firmer face and neck, lifts
cheeks, reduces wrinkles and double chins
and eliminates bags under the eyes. Price:
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HEALTHY HAIR
Rediscover nature’s secrets with
L’Occitane’s Radiant Shine Mask for hair.
Selected essential oils of angelica, geranium
and lavender are used to create a
mask that nourishes, protects and repairs.
They help to tame difficult to control hair
and purify the follicles and scalp. The
L’Occitane Aromachologie range also offers
specials sets for you to experience the natural hair recipes. Price starts from RM138.

FLORAL ALLURE
An exclusive creation, Chanel brings
you four exquisite, luminous and light
flowers for the lips. Named Les 4 Camelias
de Chanel, its creamy texture glides on
with a small brush, creating delicately
tinted, satiny and slightly iridescent lips.
Not just a lip colour, it gives a look of
style and sophistication. Put aside those
plain palettes and get these pretty flower
motivated glosses packed in a stylish case at
RM184.

TARGET IMPERFECTIONS
Hate seeing those unsightly scars, stretch
marks or the uneven skin tone? Bio-Oil has
a solution for you. A product of South Africa,
it contains the breakthrough ingredient,
PurCellin Oil, as well as natural plant oils
and vitamins that target and help fade
imperfections including ageing and
dehydrated skins. Available in a 60ml bottle
at leading pharmacies, it is priced at
RM32.95.

LUXURIOUS SHOWER
With new Lux White Glamour shower
cream, you can have more radiant and
fairer skin. Made by combining a special
blend of Lux’s secret recipe for beauty soap,
the shower cream contains rose oil and
white tea that helps protect skin against
harmful environmental pollution. Pamper
yourself in the shower for RM6 (250ml),
RM14.90 (700ml) or RM8.90 (600ml refill
pack).
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